Abstract. For a convex Orlicz function <p: R+-»R+U{oo} and the associated Orlicz sequence space ¡v, we consider the following five properties:
NORMAL STRUCTURE AND WEAKLY NORMAL STRUCTURE OF ORLICZ SEQUENCE SPACES BY THOMAS LANDES
Abstract. For a convex Orlicz function <p: R+-»R+U{oo} and the associated Orlicz sequence space ¡v, we consider the following five properties:
(1) /9 has a subspace isometric to lx.
(2) /,, is Schur.
(3) ly has normal structure. (4) Every weakly compact subset of /,, has normal structure.
(5) Every bounded sequence in /,, has a subsequence (x") which is pointwise and almost convergent to x e /,,, i.e., iimsup,1_J|.x" -x||,, < liminf^Jljc, -v||vfor all v * x. Our results are:
(1) <=> m is either linear at 0 (<p(s)/s = c > 0, 0 < s «; ;) or does not satisfy the A 2-condition at 0.
(2) <=> /,, is isomorphic to lx «=» <p'(0) = lim,_0 <p(t)/t > 0. 1. Preliminaries. Let X be a normed space and A be a nonvoid subset of X. The set A is called diametral if A is bounded and if sup{||;>c ~ y\\\y G A} = d for all x cz A and some 6? > 0, and A is said to have normal structure (cf. [2] ) if A has no convex diametral subset.
The normed space X is said to have weakly normal structure if every weakly compact subset of X has normal structure.
Simple examples of sets with normal structure are the subsets of uniformly convex spaces and the compact subsets of any normed space. More examples and information may be found in [12] .
Normal structure is one of the fundamental tools in fixed point theory of nonexpansive mappings. We mention only the fixed point theorem of Browder [3] , Göhde [6] and Kirk [8] which states that every nonexpansive (i.e., having Lipschitzconstant 1) selfmap of A has a fixed point provided A has normal structure and is weakly compact and convex.
For a given sequence (*")"eN in X, we associate two functionals A*(x):= limsup||x" -x\\, A",(;c):= liminf ||xn -jc|| on X (cf.
[10]). If (x")"eN is bounded, (x")"eN is called limit-constant (limitaffine) if the two functionals A* and A^ coincide on the convex hull of {xn\n cz N} and are constant (affine) there (cf.
[12]). In this case, we write A = A* = A^. Proposition 1 [12] . The normed space X has (weakly) normal structure if and only if Xcontains no (weakly convergent) limit-constant nonconstant sequence.
The normed space X is said to have the (weak) sum-property (cf. [12] ) if it contains no (weakly convergent) nonconstant limit-affine sequence (x")n£ti for which (A(x"))neN is nondecreasing. The sum-property is introduced in [12] to solve (at least partially) the problem whether normal structure is preserved under finite direct sums. Here, a property (P) is said to be preserved under finite direct sums if, given a finite dimensional normed space Z having a basis (e,),^ N with N E y, i=i 7 N E ifo i=i whenever f,' > f, > 0 for all /' < N 7 and given normed space X¡, i < N, with (P), then Yl^LxX¡ endowed with the norm IK*i)i<wll = ißiilWMIz has (P).
In [12] , it is proved that the sum-property is preserved under finite direct sums. So, since the sum-property obviously implies normal structure, it is desirable to find spaces having the sum-property or even to show that normal structure is equivalent to the sum-property. The latter is an open problem and is shown to hold for a very large class of spaces (cf. [12] ).
We will see that, among the Orlicz sequence spaces, weakly normal structure is equivalent to the weak sum-property and normal structure is equivalent to the sum-property.
The idea of the following sufficient condition for weakly normal structure of normed spaces with a basis is due to Gossez and Lami-Dozo [7] . Proposition 2 [12] . Let X have a basis (e,),eN which satisfies the condition (GLD). There are e < I and r > 0 such that \\x\\ = UE*,;^/)^!! > 1 + r whenever \\T,Ji=xx(i)ei\\ = I and |E^v+i*(Oe,ll > e for some jczN.
Then, X contains no weakly convergent limit-affine sequence with inf {A(xn)\n cz N) > 0. Consequently, X has weakly normal structure, it even has the weak sum-property.
A sequence (x")"eN in X is said to be almost convergent to some x cz X if A*(x) < A^(y) for ally + x (cf. [4, 9] ). This notion is useful in fixed point theory of nonexpansive mappings: If T is a nonexpansive mapping and (x")neN is a sequence with lim^^^H^n -Txn\\ = 0 which is almost convergent to some x, then x is a fixed point of T. Obviously, ß(a, t) < oo whenever ar e i>(<p) and <p satisfies the Aa-condition at 0. It is important in our results that /ç c c0 if <p is nondegenerate. The following fact is well known (cf. [13] ): Proposition 3. The following are equivalent. Although Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri only deal with real valued 9 in [13] , the proof of Proposition 3 also works in our case.
We need some elementary properties of Orhcz functions and Orhcz sequence spaces. Proof, (i) Assume that 9 satisfies the A2-condition at 0. Let t cz D(y) and ß > 1 be given. We have to find a > I such that ß(a, a'lt) < ß. Since t cz D(<p), there is ä > I such that 9(5) < ß(p(ä'1t) for all s < t. Set y = ß(ä, ä~lt) and choose a cz (I, ä] with y(a -I) + ä -a < ß(ä -I). For s cz [ä~xt, a_1r) , we have cp(as) < ß(p(ä'xt) < ß<p(s). Convexity of 9 implies for s cz (0, ä'xt):
(ii) Assume that 9 does not satisfy the A2-condition at 0. Let t > 0 and ß < 00 be given. Choose / < t with 9(2?) < 00. By Proposition 3(d), there is s cz(0, t] with
The behaviour of 9 on 9-1([0» 1]) is important for the norm of / . We define t(<p) = sup( r|9(r) < l}, C(9) = sup{ <p(t)\t < t(<p)}.
Proposition 5. If y satisfies the A2-condition at 0, then limX}1Sv(Xx) > C (9) uniformly on {x cz /J ||x||,, = 1}.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there is C < C(9) such that, for all X < 1, there is xx with ||xjJI<p = 1 and Sy(Xxx) < C. Since C < C(9), there is t > 0 with 9(r) = C and à > 1 such that at cz D(y). Choose a cz (1, â] with ß(a, t) < C"1 and set X = a'1/2. Since S^Xx^ < C, we have X||*XIL < u So-^(VaxjJ = Sv(aXxx) < C~lSv(Xxx) < I which contradicts \\xx\\v = 1. D
The following condition (Ge) defined for e cz (0,1) is closely related to the (GLD)-condition and to another condition (cf.
[10]) which implies that any bounded sequence in / has a subsequence which is pointwise and almost convergent.
(Gt) There exists r > 0 such that ||x + y\\v > 1 + r whenever \\x\\v = 1, \\yWy > e and x, y have disjoint supports.
The validity of (G£) for appropriate e depends on the number C(9):
Proposition 6. Let 9 satisfy the A2-condition at 0. Proof. Assume C = maxfj, C(9)} < 1. Set e = C"1 -1. Then e = I if C = \.
We have ||x|| = i(9)_1 whenever \\x\\x < C"1 and \x(j)\ = 1 for some j cz N.
Indeed, S^tx) ^ q>(t\x(j)\) = <p(t) > 1 if t > t(<p), and, since E,^|x(0l < e «£ 1, we have Sv(tx) ^ <p(t) + eqp(r) = C~\p(t) < 1 if t < t(q>). So ||f(«p)<?ill,, = 1, ||£f(9)e2||çl = e and ||r(9)í>, + et(<p)e2\\v = 1. This proves sufficiency in (a) and (b). Assume C(y) > \ in case (a) and C(9) = 1 in case (b). In case (b), let e > 0 be given. For necessity in (a) and (b), it suffices to find X < I such that S (Ax)+ S,,(A.y) > 1 whenever HxH,, = 1 and \\y\\v = e, where, in case (a), e cz (0,1) has to be chosen in an appropriate manner.
In case (a), we choose X < I and C > \ such that Sv(Xz) > C whenever \\z\\v = 1, and pick e cz (0,1) with y = ß(e~\ et(<p)) < 2C; we have C(l + y'1) > 1.
In case (b), we put y = j8(e~\ er(9)), pick C < I with C(l + y"1) > 1 and choose A < 1 such that Sv(Xz) > C whenever \\z\\v = 1.
Let x, y be given with Hx^ = 1, \\y\\v = e. Since S^Xe^y) < I, we have X\\y\\x < et(cp), so, Sv(\e-ly) < ySv(Xy). Hence Sv(Xx) + Sv(Xy) >C + y^Ke^y) > C(I + y'1) > 1. D Remark 1. In the first part of the proof we have shown in fact that (e")"eN is limit-constant if C(9) < \, and that no subsequence of (e")"eN *s almost convergent to its pointwise lilmit 0 if C(9) < 1. Moreover, in this part of the proof, we did not use the A2-condition.
The Orliz function 9 is said to be linear at 0 if there are t > 0 and c > 0 such that 9(5) = cs for all s < t.
Proposition 7. 7/9 is linear at 0, then lv has a subspace isometric to lx. Some of the proofs are very technical and involve a lot of estimations. So, we give these proofs in the last three sections.
We first characterize those Orlicz sequence spaces which contain an isometric copy of/,. Theorem 1. The Orlicz sequence space l^ has a subspace isometric to /, if and only if 9 does not satisfy the A2-condition at0or<p is linear at 0.
Proof. See §4. D It is well known that /w contains an isometric copy of /,. Theorem 1 tells us that /ç contains an isometric copy of /, whenever lv has a subspace isomorphic-not necessarily isometric-to lM. This result depends on the special structure of Orlicz sequence spaces because there are normed spaces isomorphic to lx which have normal structure (cf. [12] ) and, consequently, cannot have a subspace isometric to /,. On the other hand, if a normed space has a subspace isomorphic to lx, then, for all e > 0, it has a subspace whose Banach-Mazur distance from /, is not bigger than 1 + e. Theorem 1 shows that, among Orlicz sequence spaces, this holds even for e = 0.
We now show that the only Orlicz sequence spaces with the Schur property-weakly convergent sequences are norm convergent-are those isomorphic to/,. = 00 such that 9 = 9 in some neighbourhood of 0. Then 9'(0) = 0 and the conjugate Orlicz function 9*(w) = supl>0{tu -9(0} is nondegenerate, i.e. /^, c c0. Since the identity is an isomorphism of lv onto /^ and /* » l^. (cf. [13] ), /* can be identified with ly» endowed with some equivalent norm. So, (x*, en) = x*(n) -» 0, n -> 00, for all x* e /*. (e) => (a): If 9'(0) = c> 0, then 9(0 > ct for all t > 0. So, the identity is an isomorphism of /ç onto /, (cf. [13] ). D
In the next theorem, we give a characterization of Orlicz sequence spaces having normal structure. The case/) = 2 has been investigated directly in [1] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3 shows that, among the Orlicz sequence spaces, normal structure and the sum-property are equivalent. The same holds for the related weak properties as Theorem 4 shows. weakly convergent sequence converges in norm, i.e., lim"^00A(x") = 0. So, ¡v has the weak sum-property. If 9 satisfies the A2-condition at 0 and C(9) > \, then, by Proposition 6, (Gt) holds for some e cz (0,1) and, hence, the basis (e,),eN of lv satisfies (GLD). According to Proposition 2, / has the weak sum-property.
(a) => (c): Assume that 9'(0) = 0, 9 satisfies the A2-condition at 0 and C(q>) ^ \. Then by Remark 1, (e")"eN is limit-constant, and, by Theorem 2, (e")"eN converges weakly to 0. So, lv does not have weakly normal structure. It remains to show that lv does not have weakly normal structure if 9 does not satisfy the A2-condition at 0. This is done in §5. D Corollary 5. If 9 is real valued or if \ < <p(t) < 00 for at ¡east one t, then I has weakly normal structure if and only if either lv has no subspace isomorphic to lx or I is isomorphic to lx. Proof. Sufficiency. If 9 satisfies the A2-condition at 0 and C(9) = 1, then (G£) holds for all e e (0,1). This implies (*) and then (LD).
Necessity. If C(9) < 1 and 9 satisfies the A2-condition at 0, then, according to Remark 1, (e")neN nas no subsequence which is almost convergent to its pointwise limit 0. Thus, (LD) does not hold. If 9 does not satisfy the A2-condition at 0, then lv does not have weakly normal structure. Hence, there is a sequence (x")"eN in lv which converges weakly to some x cz lv such that A(x) = A(x") for all n cz N (cf.
[12]). So, (LD) cannot hold. D 4. Proof of Theorem 1.
(4.1) Necessity. Let 9 satisfy the A2-condition at 0 and be not linear at 0. It is enough to show that the following property holds:
(C) If HxJI,, = 1 and x" -» 0 pointwise, then \\xx + xjl,, < 2 for some n > I. Indeed, if HE^ia^H,,, = E^laJ for every finite sequence (ak)k<n of scalars, then we may choose a subsequence (z")n(EN of (_y")"eN which converges pointwise and put xn = \(z2n+x -z2n). Then, clearly, x" -» 0 pointwise, \\xn\\v = I and ll-*i + xnK = 2 for all« ^ 1.
We show (C). Assume HxJI,, = 1 and x" -> 0 pointwise. Fix any y cz (1,2). Pick 1 cz N such that \xx(i)\ < (y -I)t(<p) for all i > 1. Choose TV e N such that |x"(i)| < (y -I)t(<p) for all i < / and n > N. We have (i) HkJ^ < yt(q>)/2 for all n > TV, un'-= i(xi + •*")• Choose j cz N such that t = \xx(j)\ > 0. Then, t < t(<p) and 0 < p = limJÎ( (p(s) < 1. Since 9 is not linear at 0, there are c > I and v > \t such that <p(cv) = \p. Since hmn_x\un(j)\ = t/2, there is n > TV such that \u"(j)\ < v. So, 9(a|u"(y')|) < ac'lp/2 for all a cz (I, c]. If 1 < a < min^/y, c) then
Hence, Sv(au") < I for some a > I and, consequently, ||x, + xjl^ < 2a"1 < 2. (4.2) Sufficiency. According to Proposition 7, it remains to show that lv has a subspace isometric to /, if 9 does not satisfy the A2-condition at 0. So, assume that 9 does not satisfy the A2-condition at 0. It is enough to find a sequence (x")neN in /,, such that ||x"|| ^ 1 for all n cz N and ||E¡U1uftxt||(p > L"k=x\ak\ for every finite sequence (ak)k3in of scalars.
Assume first that there are sequences (rm)meN c R+ and (A:m)meN c N such that Let scalars a-, ; < n, be given with E"=1|a,| = 1. We have to show that |Ej=1avxy||ç > 1. It is enough to show that Sv(ßL"=xajXj) = oo for all ß > I. So, fix ß > 1. Pick y < 1 such that a = ßy > I. Take p > n such that, for every p > p andj < n, there is a unit root f • of order rp such that (b) 9 is nondegenerate. Then, there is a sequence (rm)m(EN with 9(rm) < 2~m~1 and 9(arm)/9(im) > (a -l)2m for all a e (1,2) (Proposition 4(h)). Let km be the largest integer with 2mknfp(tm) < 1. For all a e (1,2): kmy(atm) > (a -l)2m9(rm) = (a -l)(2"1(rcm + 1)9(0 -2>(rm)) > (o -l)/2 > 0. D 5. Remaining part of the proof of Theorem 3. We assume that C(9) > \, 9 satisfies the A2-condition at 0 and 9 is not linear at 0. Suppose that lv does not have the sum-property. Then, there is a limit-affine sequence (xM)neN in lv with infneNA(x") > e > 0. If r > 0, x e / and (y")"mN is a subsequence of (x")"eN, then (r(yn -x))"eN is also limit-affine with infneXSA(r(yn -x)) > re. Since pointwise limits of bounded sequences in / belong to lv-the basis is boundedly complete-we may assume that x" -> 0 pointwise and A(x") -» 1.
Since C(9) > {, there is ß < 1 such that 2cp(ßt) > 1, t = t(y). We choose an arbitrary ß cz (/?, 1) and claim: (1) There exists TV e N such that HxJI^ < ßt for all n > TV.
We proof (1) indirectly. If (1) does not hold, then-since x" -* 0 pointwise-for all i cz N and TV cz N, there are ; > /' and n > TV such that |x"(/)| > ßt. Pick a > 1 with aß < ß and put e = (ß -aß)t > 0. Choose M cz N such that A(x") < a for all n > M. There are k > M and i ^ 1 such that |xt(/)| > ßt. Take i > i such that \xk(j)\ < e f°r all j > I Pick TV > k such that |x"(/)| < e for all n > TV and (i):
||x" -xk\\y < a for all n > TV. There are n > TV and y > ; such that \x"(j)\ > ßt.
This all together yields \x"(i) -xk(i)\ > ßt -e = aßt, \xn(j) -xk(j)\ > ßt -e = aßt. So, S^cT^x,, -x^)) > 2(p(ßt) > I which contradicts (i) and completes the proof of (1). Fix any ß cz (ß,I) and set 8 = (ß -ß)t. Using lim^^jt^) = 0, / e N, and lim,^00x"(/') = 0, n cz N, we construct inductively a subsequence of (x")"eN-again denoted by (x")n(EN-and an increasing sequence (/")"eN 0I indices such that (2) k(0l < ^ whenever / < /"_, or i > /", « cz N.
Using the triangle inequality pointwise, we obtain ||xm -x"||00 < ßt + 8 = ßt. Since A(x") -> 1, there is a subsequence of (x")"eN-again denoted by (x")"eN -and y < 1 such that \\xm -x"|| > y~xß for all n =h m. Therefore (3) Ik, -*JL < ßt < yt\\xm -x"l for allm * n. m ->00 n->x For *n.m = II*« -*lllv/(lk -XX\\V + \\X" -Xm||"), Z"j = (x" ~ X,)/\\Xn ~ X,\\v we have (5) yn,m = K,mZn,l+(l-K.m)zn,m> n > m > I, (6) \\zJ\oe<ytmdSv(znJ)^l, n>l>I. Set à = min(c, y"1) > 1-Application of (5) and (6) yields for a cz (1, à): So, by (7), there is ae(l,á), m>\ and TV > m such that Sv(aynm) ĥ (a, n, m) < 1 for all « > TV. From the very definition of ynm we finally obtain ||x" -|(x, + xm)||" < of H(||x" -x,||v + ||x" -xJI,,), n > N. Letting n -» oo, this contradicts the limit-affineness of (x")"eN. D
6. Remaining part of the proof of Theorem 4. We suppose that 9 does not satisfy the A2-condition at 0. Set / = max{s > 0\<$(s) = 0). We distinguish the two cases / = 0 and t > 0. In each case, we construct sequences (r")"eN and (a")"eN in R+ and (k")"sN in N with a" 1 1, k"<p(tn) < 2" and k"<p(a"tn) > 1.
Case I. t > 0. Define a" > 1 by <p(a"t) = (kn)~l, k > C(y)~l. Set k" = kn and t" = t. Then £"9(«"'") = 1 and k"<p(tn) = 0 < 2"". Case 2. t = 0. Using Proposition 4(ii), we inductively construct a decreasing sequence (i")"eN of positive numbers with (i) <p(a"t") > 2n+1<p(t"), a":= 1 + n~x, cp(2tx) ^ 1. Let kn be the least integer with kl,(p(a"t") > 1. We have k"<p(<*ntn) < (kn -l)«p(aBiJ + «P(2ii) < 1 + 1 = 2 and, thus, rcn9(rn) < 2-"'xkMant") < 2"". Both cases. We set s" = L"Zxk¡ and x" = t"Lfixes +j e /^ The x" have mutually disjoint supports. So, for arbitrary £ = (|"),IE]N <e c(), the pointwise sum F£ = E^=1£"x" is well defined. Since s,(IIC!n)< tkM'")< E2-" = i, n = 1 ,1 = 1 F: c0 -» /^ is linear and bounded with ||F|| < 1. Obviously, x" = T8n, 8n the «th unit vector of c0. Since 8n -» 0 weakly in c0, x" -» 0 weakly in / . Let x = Y."k=xXkxk, Xk > 0, E¡? = 1AA = 1, be arbitrarily given. Then, ||x" -x|| < ll«" -E*-iM*lloo = 1. « > "i, and so A*(x) < 1.
Conversely, we have A*(x) ^ 1 since ||x" -xl^ > a"1, n > m, because of S9(a"(xn -x)) > kny(a"t") > 1, n > m. Hence, A*(x) = A*(x) = 1 and (x")"eN is limit-constant. Therefore, / does not have weakly normal structure. D Added in proof. The author has shown the sum-property does not imply normal structure (cf. the text after Proposition 1) and that an Orlicz sequence space has a subspace isomorphic to lx if and only if it has a subspace isometric to lx (cf. the text after Theorem 1). These results will be published elsewhere.
